Pizza time
This boardgame I made back in 1999 but have done som changes recently. See pictures on the next page

What you need:










Carton paper size A2
Thick carton f.e. from a cardboard box cut into size A2
Glue
Book covering plastic
„Permanent“ marker pen and colors (here yellow, red, green, blue and purple)
Start and End frame to put on the board, some white frames and frames where you have put on them 1 –
1/2 – 1/4 og 1/8 (I did this in the computer and printed it out)
Pizzas (I found pictures of pizzas on the internet and saved them in word file) I found 18 different pizzas and
had each 7,5 cm big. I did four of each. You can have fewer but you need at least 10-12 of each.
Laminator machine and plastic
Scissors

What you do:








Find the pictures of the pizza son the internet, save them in word file (7,5 cm. big) Have four of each pizza
and print them out
Cut the pizzas (one is whole, one is cut into two halves, one is cut into four parts and one into eight parts.
When you have cut all the pizzas like that you put them into the plastic and runt hem through the laminator
machine and cut them then again
Maket he board on the carton paper before gluing it on the cardboard box. (Se the picture on the next page)
Make four „homes“ on the board, simular to the boardgame Ludo. Color one home yellow, one red, one
green and one blue. Make four rings in each home with the permanent marker pen (7,5 cm. each) One is
whole, on has two halves, one has four parts and one has eight. The Start and End frames are colored purple
Glue the Start and End frames on the board and all other frames needed. Have more then less of frames
with 1 – 1/2 – 1/4 og 1/8
Glue the carton paper on the cardboard and cover with book covering plastic

The game:







The game is for two to four players
Throw the dice and move your „man“ forward like the dots on the dice say
If you f.e. land on 1 you pick one whole pizza and put it in the whole ring at your „home“ . If you land on 1/2
you take half a pizza and put in in the ring with two halves at your home and so on. If you land on 1 again
you take another whole pizza and put it on the top of the one you had put there before
The game is over when the first on gets to the End or if all players get there – it´s up to the kids
When the game is over the kids have to find out how many whole pzzas they have got by adding the parts
together to find it out. Two halves make one whole, two four parts and one half make one whole and so on.

The kids really enjoy adding the pizza slices into whole pizzas and love this game.

